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What are we curious about? Dubey
and Grifﬁths propose a rational theory of curiosity that uniﬁes previously contradictory novelty-based
and complexity accounts. It also
paves the way for future investigations, such as studying approximate models of curiosity as well
as what causes abnormal levels of
exploration.
Curiosity is ubiquitous in our daily lives,
driving diverse behaviors such as reading
books, visiting museums, or running experiments. But what does a formal theory
of curiosity look like?
Existing theories coalesce around two categories. Novelty-based theories describe
people as seeking out what they are least
conﬁdent about, since novel stimuli offer
the highest potential for gaining information
[1]. Complexity theories Complexity theories
predict people prefer exploring stimuli they
are moderately conﬁdent about, as they
offer the largest opportunities for improvement [2]. How can these seemingly opposing theories be reconciled?
Dubey and Grifﬁths [3] present a rational
theory of curiosity that uniﬁes noveltybased and complexity theories as special
cases. Casting curiosity as a mechanism
enabling the maximization of future rewards, Dubey and Grifﬁths show how a rational agent should seek out stimuli (or
tasks) that maximally change their overall
value of knowledge V:
X
V¼
pk ck :
½1
k

The value of knowledge is a function of
how often we encounter a task in the

environment pk and our conﬁdence ck
(i.e., probability of success), summed up
over all tasks k, under the assumption
that an agent’s conﬁdence increases with
exposure. To maximize future rewards,
the agent needs to compute the rate at
which the value of knowledge changes
with respect to the exposure for any
given task. Put simply, people should be
curious about tasks that increase their
ability to solve as many future tasks as
possible. Curiosity can thus be expressed
as a derivative (Figure 1A) deﬁning how
much one expects to gain in their value of
knowledge by performing a task.

to the structure of the environment through
an experiment based on trivia questions.
Questions were either sampled randomly
(independent condition) or proportionally
(dependent condition) to the participants’ a
priori conﬁdence ratings. Before the quiz,
participants could reveal answers to questions, which were used as a measure of curiosity. As predicted, participants in the
dependent condition were more curious
about questions they rated as moderately
conﬁdent, whereas participants in the independent condition were more curious
about questions they rated as least conﬁdent (Figure 1D). These results support the
hypothesis that the relationship between
This deﬁnition predicts that curiosity is curiosity and conﬁdence is inﬂuenced by
shaped by the environment, speciﬁcally, the structure of future occurrences.
by dependencies between the future
probability of encountering a task (pk) and Many theories assume curiosity leads to
the number of previous encounters (hk). If knowledge, which in turn will lead to repast exposure and future occurrences wards. Ideally, this means that curiosity
are independent, the value of information can be incorporated into an agent’s reis maximized by sampling the tasks corre- ward function, as proposed by Dubey
sponding to the lowest conﬁdence, con- and Grifﬁths. However, in most real world
sistent with novelty-based theories of scenarios, one’s conﬁdence and the probcuriosity (Figure 1B). For instance, when ability of occurrence for a given task are
faced with an unpredictable environment, unknown and have to be inferred. This
such as preparing for a trivia competition, leads to some open empirical questions,
you should prioritize learning what you two of which we discuss here. The ﬁrst is
are least conﬁdent about (e.g., brushing to describe the sampling behavior of comup on ancient Rome if you are generally putationally tractable implementations of
curiosity. The second is the explanation
poor at history).
of when and how curiosity goes awry.
However, in other cases there is structure
to the environment, such that you are While Dubey and Grifﬁths’ model is genermore exposed to stimuli you are conﬁdent ally intractable in real world scenarios, sevabout. If future occurrences are propor- eral heuristics have been developed to
tional to past exposure, the relation be- approximate curiosity without considering
tween curiosity and conﬁdence is deﬁned future occurrences of stimuli.
by an inverted U-shape, consistent with
complexity theories (Figure 1C). For exam- One type of heuristics is uncertainty sample, if you are a tour guide in the city of pling [4], which preferentially samples
Rome, learning answers to commonly stimuli with the highest estimated uncerasked questions would be more valuable tainty, taking conﬁdence to be the inverse
than looking up facts about rarely visited of uncertainty. Since new stimuli are typibuildings.
cally more uncertain, this strategy mirrors
novelty-based theories of curiosity and
Dubey and Grifﬁths [3] demonstrate how leads to a linear relation between conﬁparticipants ﬂexibly adapt their curiosity dence and curiosity.
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parameters. However, further research is
needed to understand the problem of inferring parameters from sparse data and the
implications for a mismatch between one’s
model and the environment [10].
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Figure 1. Different Sampling Patterns of Curiosity. (A) Dubey and Grifﬁths’ [3] theory of curiosity. (B) In
independent environments, tasks are randomly sampled (i.e., independent of conﬁdence). This creates a linear
relation between conﬁdence and curiosity. A rational agent should optimally sample tasks with the least conﬁdence. (C) In dependent environments, high conﬁdence tasks are more likely to occur. Here, curiosity and conﬁdence are related through an inverted U-shaped function and the agent should optimally sample tasks
corresponding to moderate conﬁdence. (D) Experiment 1 from Dubey and Grifﬁths [3], showing the relation between conﬁdence and the probability of sampling a trivia question when manipulating the environment.

practice, UCB produces behavior resembling complexity-based theories of curiosity, since stimuli with intermediate levels of
conﬁdence tend to have the highest
combination of expected rewards and uncertainty. This suggests complexity-based
sampling strategies can be difﬁcult to
distinguish from strategies that combine
novelty-based curiosity with the goal of
acquiring immediate rewards (see https://
github.com/ericschulz/curiositysim for simulations). Future experiments should atThe goal of the Dubey and Grifﬁths model tempt to further tease apart theories of
is to maximize future rewards. However, curiosity in more complex tasks.
the relationship between conﬁdence and
curiosity is also affected by how the Finally, there are cases where curiosity
agent balances acquiring useful informa- seemingly goes awry. For example,
tion (exploration) with acquiring immediate Kobayashi et al. [7] showed that people
rewards (exploitation). Several sampling sometimes enjoy savoring good outcomes
strategies have been developed for such rather than gathering the most useful inforexploration–exploitation problems, where mation. Indeed, people sometimes delibera prominent model of human behavior is ately ignore information, for example,
upper conﬁdence bound sampling (UCB). knowing about events that could elicit negUCB combines the current reward expec- ative feelings, like death or divorce [8]. Antation of a stimulus with an exploration other case of misdirected curiosity is
bonus proportional to its estimated uncer- overexploration, which can be symptomatic
tainty [6], thus integrating novelty-based of obsessive compulsive disorder [9]. Dubey
curiosity with the goal of preferentially and Grifﬁths propose suboptimal behaviors
sampling highly rewarding stimuli. Yet in arise from miscalculations of the model’s
Another type of heuristics maximizes expected model change [5], by preferentially
sampling stimuli that produce the largest
expected improvement to the agent’s predictive model of the environment. Since
stimuli with intermediate level of conﬁdence tend to maximize this improvement,
this strategy mirrors complexity-based
theories of curiosity and leads to an
inverted U-shaped relation between conﬁdence and curiosity.
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In summary, Dubey and Grifﬁths propose a
rational account of curiosity that elegantly
reconciles past theories of human curiosity.
Moving forwards, algorithmic approximations of curiosity for boundedly rational
agents and understanding the mechanisms
underlying seemingly suboptimal levels of
curiosity remain exciting questions for future
investigations.
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